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In the world of mathematics, few names shine as brightly as that of Srinivasa
Ramanujan. Born on December 22, 1887, in the Erode district of Tamil Nadu,
India, Ramanujan's extraordinary mathematical capabilities were evident from a
young age. Despite facing various challenges, his contributions to the field of
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mathematics continue to astound scientists and continue to be studied even
today.

The Early Years and Mathematical Journey

From an early age, Ramanujan showed remarkable interest and aptitude for
mathematics. His incredible mental calculations and ability to solve complex
problems caught the attention of his teachers, but his formal education didn't
provide him with the deep mathematical understanding he craved.
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In 1904, Ramanujan enrolled at Pachaiyappa's College in Chennai. However, his
focus on mathematics led him to neglect his other subjects, resulting in his failing
the non-mathematical portions of his degree. This setback forced him to drop out
of college, but it didn't deter his enthusiasm for the subject. Ramanujan continued
his mathematical explorations by independently studying advanced mathematical
books.

Ramanujan's interest in mathematics only intensified, and he began making
significant discoveries on his own. His breakthrough moment came in 1913 when
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he wrote to acclaimed mathematician G.H. Hardy, who was then a fellow at the
University of Cambridge. Upon receiving Ramanujan's letter, Hardy was stunned
by the depth and originality of his work.

Collaboration with G.H. Hardy

The letter sparked an extraordinary collaboration between Ramanujan and Hardy.
Recognizing Ramanujan's genius, Hardy invited him to Cambridge in 1914. The
partnership between the Indian visionary and the British mathematician
flourished, with both benefiting from each other's expertise and insights.
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Ramanujan's contributions spanned various areas of mathematics, including
number theory, infinite series, partition theory, and mathematical analysis. He
introduced original ideas and formulas that had never been seen before, leaving
an indelible mark on the field.

The collaboration yielded several groundbreaking papers, most notably "On the
Theory of Partitions." Ramanujan's work revolutionized the understanding of
partition functions, allowing scientists to approach complex problems with more
precision and rigor. His discoveries in number theory and continued fractions also
became the foundation for further advancements in the field.

Legacy and Influence

Tragically, Ramanujan's life was cut short due to health complications. He
returned to India in 1919 and passed away at the young age of 32, leaving behind
a legacy that continues to inspire mathematicians worldwide. His contributions
were recognized posthumously, with Ramanujan being elected as a Fellow of the
Royal Society in 1918.

Today, Ramanujan's work is studied and celebrated at prestigious institutions like
the University of Cambridge and the John Hopkins University. His notebooks,
containing thousands of unproved theorems, continue to be a subject of research
and analysis, as mathematicians strive to unlock the secrets behind his
extraordinary intuition.

Srinivasa Ramanujan's story serves as a testament to the power of human
curiosity and the limitless possibilities of the human mind. His relentless pursuit of
mathematical truths and unyielding passion for the subject make him a true
legend. As we explore the vast frontier of mathematics, let us never forget the
extraordinary genius who forever changed the landscape of the field.
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Mathematics Wizard Srinivasa Ramanujan
The book depicts the interesting story of a mysterious Indian mathematician,
Srinivasa Ramanujan, with no college education, whose mathematics in a series
of letters to a Cambridge Mathematician, G.H. Hardy, shook the entire
mathematics community. It is an exciting journey of a poor, self-taught and god-
gifted mathematician who by the age of 31 became the youngest Fellow of Royal
Society of London.
Even after almost 100 years of his death at the age of 32, his results mysteriously
find applications in modern world such as in the study of black holes, quantum
gravity, cryptography and many others.
Ramanujan’s life story and work has inspired numerous people and generations
of mathematicians around the globe and continue to excite even today. We hope
that the book will reach the current generation and generate interest in
mathematics.
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